Using return-on-investment to guide restoration: a case study from Hawaii
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Abstract
Restoring natural capital is essential for biodiversity and ecosystem services that support human well-being. Although ecological pathways for restoration are a major area of study, little is known about the economic pathways to which these efforts must be linked. This linkage, however, is important for maximizing return-on-investment (ROI) from restoration projects. We developed a general ROI framework to guide investments in restoration. We applied this framework to reforestation of montane pastureland in Hawaii, focusing on two specific conservation targets: native forest birds and understory plants. We found that restoring partial tree cover on pastureland is most attractive for birds, while understory plants require investment in full forest restoration. Nonlinearities in restoration pathways present in Hawaii, and likely elsewhere, generate these substantially different ROI profiles across potential projects. This information can guide the design of policies supporting cost-effective practices to help ensure that limited resources achieve the greatest impact.

Introduction
Ecological restoration is playing an increasing role in conservation, following new understanding of the values of natural capital (Aronson et al. 2007; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2003) and, in extreme cases, the human and ecological disasters precipitated by its loss (Danielsen et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2000). Billions of dollars are currently being spent on restoration across the globe (Enserink 1999; Zhang et al. 2000), and this rate of investment is expected to increase with emerging conservation incentives and environmental markets (Davis 2005; Pagiola et al. 2002; Schuyt 2005).

Although practitioners draw heavily upon ecological information to set priorities or are instead primarily focused on project costs, few actively integrate both in decision-making (Brooks et al. 2006; Murdoch et al. 2007). Linking ecological and economic information is an essential next step for making efficient investments in restoration with limited funds. More subtly, so is identifying compatible revenue streams through time, particularly for private landowners who must balance conservation and economic objectives (Holl & Howarth 2000; Schuyt et al. 2007). Given the great extent of human-modified lands that are candidates for restoration (Hobbs and Harris 2001), prioritizing between alternative restoration pathways is key to focusing efforts (Johnston et al. 2002; Macmillan et al. 1998; Murdoch et al. 2007; Naidoo et al. 2006).

Reforestation of transformed tropical forest landscapes is a major area of focus for restoration projects, because of the potential to realize benefits for conservation and people’s livelihoods (Lamb et al. 2005; Schuyt et al. 2007). To ensure strategic use of resources, there is a need to identify the types of restoration actions that will generate the greatest benefit per unit of cost. In other words, we need to identify actions that will maximize return-on-investment (ROI) (Murdoch et al. 2007). In the context, for example, of forest restoration on degraded tropical lands, should restoration focus on far-reaching practices such as restoring diverse native forest cover? In contrast, would relatively smaller changes, such as restoring partial
tree cover, be an effective investment? These alternative options will have different cost and return profiles resulting in different ROI rankings, and therefore different management and policy opportunities with varying conservation outcomes.

The objective of our study is to address this issue by developing a return-on-investment framework to allocate limited restoration funds for management actions that can make the greatest difference. This framework addresses three questions: (1) what is the projected “return” of alternative restoration transitions? Quantifying this “return” requires determining the relationship between conservation targets (e.g., specific taxonomic groups or ecosystem services) and a land-use gradient along which restoration could proceed through time. (2) What are the financial costs of these transitions, and by how much can costs be offset through subsidy and revenue streams compatible with restoration? (3) By combining ecological and economic information, which transitions provide the greatest restoration ROI? How do ROI rankings change with different conservation targets?

We applied this framework in a case study of reforestation of montane lands on Hawaii Island (USA). Although these montane areas were historically covered in mixed, mesic *Acacia koa/Metrosideros polymorpha* native forest, substantial portions have been partially or fully cleared for cattle ranching, which remains a major land use (Cuddihy & Stone 1990). Pockets of opportunity for forest restoration are emerging, as ranchers face escalating production costs, alongside broadening public interest in restoring Hawaiian forest ecosystems (Cox & Bredhoff 2003; Wilkinson & Elevitch 2003).

We focused our ROI analysis on two taxa that are amongst the focus of many terrestrial conservation efforts in Hawaii: native forest birds and understory plants. Land-use change and other factors such as invasive species and disease have had widespread impacts on native species (Cuddihy & Stone 1990; Scott et al. 2001). In this context, habitat restoration, alongside continued efforts to conserve remaining high-quality habitat, is key to supporting both endangered and more abundant native species (Banko et al. 2001). Our case study in Hawaii illustrates an approach that can be used more broadly to guide strategic allocation of funds for restoration to inform management and policy decisions.

**Methods**

**Land-use gradient and restoration transitions**

We focused our research on montane lands in the North Kona and South Kona districts of Hawaii Island (Figure 1). Our analysis considered a gradient of four major montane land use types of biological and economic importance in Hawaii: open pasture (OP), wooded pasture (WP), *Acacia koa* ("koa") dominated regeneration stand (KS), and native forest (NF). Detailed descriptions of each land use type are provided in Supporting Information (Appendix S1). Based on these land use types, we considered the six potential restoration transitions that convert a parcel from its existing state to one with increased native tree and understory plant cover. We abbreviate these transitions with the following notation, where the first land use type refers to the initial state and the second type refers to the target state resulting from restoration: OP→WP, OP→KS, OP→NF, WP→KS, WP→NF, and KS→NF.

**Biological surveys and analysis**

We surveyed for native forest birds and understory plants at 12 sites in Kona, with each land use type represented by three replicates (Figure 1). In choosing sites, we controlled for elevation and landscape context. All OP, WP, and KS sites were adjacent to lands with greater tree cover, and NF sites were bordered on at least one side by native forest. All sites were between 1300 and 1900 meters in elevation, and substrate age ranged from approximately 1,100 to 5,000 years before present.

We conducted variable circular plot counts with trained observers to measure native bird density and...
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richness (Reynolds et al. 1980) from January to March 2005, which overlapped with the breeding period for all bird species in our study area. Each site was sampled once and consisted of 16 points spaced 150 m apart. At each point, we performed an 8-minute point count in which we recorded the number of native birds of each species, the distance to each detection, the nature of the detection (aural and/or visual), and factors that could affect detection (e.g., sampling time, weather conditions).

For bird species with sufficient detections (> 75–100 detections, which accounted for 98.6% of total detections; Buckland et al. 2001), we generated density estimates by fitting statistical detection functions in program DISTANCE (Thomas et al. 2006) following methods described in Buckland et al. (2001) (see Appendix S1). For other bird species, we estimated density by including all detections within a 50-m cut-off radius (Martin et al. 1997).

We surveyed for native tree and understory plant density and richness at all odd-numbered bird-survey points. We walked the length of a 50-m transect tape, with the 25-m mark at the center of the point, and recorded the number of native understory plants of each species within 1 m on both sides of the transect (Goldman et al. 2008). We included ferns in this count but not grasses or sedges, which were mostly exotic species. We also recorded native tree density by measuring the diameter-at-breast-height of each tree (DBH > 10 cm) in 10 × 5 meter plots located every 10 m along the transect.

To determine if tree cover influenced native bird or understory plant density, we performed a regression using total native bird or understory plant density and tree basal area for each site. We used a Kruskal-Wallis test and a nonparametric means comparison test (Zar 1999) to determine whether the mean bird and understory plant density values for each land use type differed. For each restoration transition, we calculated the expected increase in mean density of native birds and understory plants by subtracting the density in the initial land use type from the density in the final land use type.

Financial modeling

We developed a financial model for each restoration transition that incorporated the costs of management practices for a representative 200-ha parcel located at ~1,500 m elevation, a local region for montane reforestation projects in Kona. We modeled costs over a 50-year time horizon, which we expect to be sufficiently long to undertake restoration practices and to allow for potential future selective harvest of A. koa timber, described below. We present model results as net present value (NPV) using an 8% real discount rate with sensitivity analysis to 4% to 24% (Goldstein et al. 2006).

We defined management activities and associated costs based upon the literature and discussions from January 2005 to July 2006 with scientists, land managers, government employees, and other professionals knowledgeable about restoration in Hawaii. Major cost categories included: general operating costs, site establishment (including scarification for A. koa regeneration, an ecologically important endemic tree with well-established regeneration techniques; Baker et al. 2008; Scowcroft & Nelson 1976), additional canopy and understory plantings (to supplement A. koa regeneration), and forest stand thinning. Detailed information on these cost components is provided in Appendix S1 and Tables S1-S4. Our primary analysis focuses on the direct management costs of restoration, modeling the situation where a montane Hawaiian landowner has already decided to undertake restoration on a small portion of his/her total landholding (often large, ~5000 ha or more) (see Appendix S1). Previous research has shown that landowners committed to conservation and seeking to leave a legacy on the land are interested in restoration (Pejchar & Press 2006). We discuss results incorporating opportunity cost in Appendix S2.

Incorporating subsidy and revenue streams

The question of how to pay for restoration is rarely addressed, yet it is required for initiating projects and partnering with landowners (Holl & Howarth 2000). We examined this issue by quantifying the degree to which three existing subsidy and revenue streams could offset costs for landowners, thereby enhancing the financial viability of restoration: (1) cost-share assistance through the State of Hawaii’s Forest Stewardship Program (Hawaii Department of Forestry and Wildlife 2006). This program is representative of various government conservation programs in the United States, Europe, and elsewhere; (2) volunteer labor to assist with native outplantings, an important labor source for restoration projects (Holl & Howarth 2000); (3) limited silvopastoral cattle grazing for landowners interested in continuing in ranching for cultural or economic reasons. We only considered grazing for OP → WP, OP → KS, and WP → KS, because active grazing is known to conflict with understory plant regeneration for native forest restoration (Cuddihy & Stone 1990).

Harvesting high-value native timber species could provide another revenue stream to pay for restoration (Lamb et al. 2005). Hawaii’s endemic tree, A. koa, is economically valuable and would be regenerated through restoration actions (Baker et al. 2008; Goldstein et al. 2006). As a
point of reference, we calculated the percent of the total 200-ha parcel that would need to be harvested to generate a breakeven NPV for the landowner. We only considered timber harvest in transitions that do not end in NF, since harvest is less compatible with this target. The one exception was KS→NF, because harvest could occur in the starting KS stand in year 0 followed by restoration of the entire parcel. Detailed information on all subsidy and revenue components is provided in Appendix S1 and Tables S1 and S5.

**Return-on-investment calculation**

We calculated the ROI ranking of each restoration transition by dividing the projected increase in mean native bird or understory plant density by the NPV of restoration costs. These values provide a measure of the expected increase in density for native birds or understory plants supported through the restoration project per dollar spent on restoration.

**Results**

**Biological survey results**

We found that native forest birds and understory plants responded differently to tree basal area along the land use gradient. Our results show a concave relationship for native birds and a convex relationship for understory plants (Figure 2).

We recorded seven bird species across all sites from a total possible set of 10 remaining native terrestrial species found at montane elevations in Kona (Table S6); the remaining three are endangered species that are highly localized in distribution. Because species richness is low and nearly homogenous across sites, we used bird density as our index for the conservation objective in ROI calculations. Using density places equal value on each individual bird meaning more abundant species are disproportionately represented. No single species, however, was dominant across all sites. For understory plants, we recorded 58 species (Table S6). Because plant species richness and density were positively correlated (linear regression, $R^2 = 0.78$, $P = 0.0002$, $n = 12$), we again chose density as our metric to be consistent with birds and because richness will be determined in part by restoration outplantings. Although one would eventually expect diminishing returns to conservation of increasing density, the substantial extent of modification of Hawaiian ecosystems means that increases in abundance and range area of many native species is needed to sustain what remains today (Banko et al. 2001).

We found evidence for differences between land use types for mean native bird density (Kruskal-Wallis test, $\chi^2 = 9.51$, df = 3, $p = 0.02$) and mean understory plant density (Kruskal-Wallis test, $\chi^2 = 9.97$, df = 3, $p = 0.02$). Using a nonparametric means comparison test, we found that KS and NF have higher mean bird and understory plant densities than OP; NF also has a higher mean understory plant density than WP. Our small sample size makes it difficult to test adequately all differences between land use types. The observed trend of increasing mean bird and plant density along the land-use gradient, however, is supported by the observed positive relationships of bird and plant density with tree basal area (Figure 2). Across all restoration transitions, the largest projected increases in mean native bird density occur by restoring OP to any target with greater tree cover (Figure 3). For understory plants, however, the largest projected increases occur for the three transitions ending in NF.

**Financial results**

The results of the financial model show that the three transitions ending in NF have the highest projected NPV of costs ranging from $4,361/ha for KS→NF to $6,317/ha for OP→NF (Figure 4). This is not surprising, given that restoring NF involves substantially greater effort than just restoring tree cover. Of note is that native understory plantings account for a large fraction (56–80%) of total costs. The remaining three transitions, which focus solely on restoring tree cover, have lower projected NPV of costs ranging from $1,866/ha for WP→KS to $2,615/ha for OP→KS. Although our base analysis used an 8%
real discount rate, the cost ranking of transitions is preserved across a wide range of rates except WP→NF becomes relatively less costly than KS→NF above 11.2% (Figure 5). When incorporating subsidy and revenue streams compatible with restoration, cost-share assistance provides the largest benefit with projected cost reductions of 24% to 28% across transitions. In comparison, volunteer planting labor could offset costs by 3% to 14% and cattle grazing by 10% to 14%. Combined, all three components account for 34% to 42% (Figure 4). The cost ranking of transitions remains unchanged.

When considering revenue from A. koa timber harvest, we found that the breakeven areas were large for the OP→WP, OP→KS, and WP→KS transitions: 58% or greater when offsetting total costs and 43% to 73% for costs net of cost-share payments, volunteer labor, and silvopastoral cattle grazing (Figure 6). For KS→NF, only 6% is needed to offset total costs and 4% when incorporating revenue streams, because the KS stand is harvestable in year 0 versus year 40 for the other transitions (see Appendix S1).

Figure 3  Projected mean increase in native forest bird (filled bars) and understory plant (open bars) densities for each restoration transition.

Figure 4  Net present value of costs for each restoration transition showing total cost (entire bar) with breakdowns showing: contribution of cost-share payments (dotted portion), volunteer planting labor (black), silvopastoral cattle grazing (striped), and remaining restoration costs not offset by these subsidy and revenue streams (white).

Figure 5  Sensitivity analysis of the NPV of restoration costs to the real discount rate for each transition: OP→WP (filled circles), OP→KS (filled squares), OP→NF (filled triangles), WP→KS (open circles), WP→NF (open squares), KS→NF (open triangles).

Figure 6  Percent of the total 200-ha parcel area that would undergo A. koa timber harvest to generate a breakeven NPV when offsetting total restoration costs (filled bars) or restoration costs net of cost-share payments, volunteer planting labor, and silvopastoral cattle grazing revenue (open bars) for each eligible restoration transition. When offsetting total restoration costs for OP→WP, an area greater than the entire parcel would need to be harvested to generate a breakeven NPV.
ROI rankings

We found that the ROI ranking of restoration transitions differed between our two conservation objectives. For native forest birds, the three transitions starting in OP have the highest rankings by a factor of 2.7 to 7.9 (Figure 7). For understory plants, the greatest return results from restoring NF from any starting land use (by a factor of 1.4 to 4.1). Incorporating cost-share payments, volunteer labor, and cattle revenue increases ROI values by 51% to 73%, though the ranking of transitions remains unchanged.

Discussion

We report a framework for evaluating alternative investments in ecological restoration along a land-use gradient, illustrating our approach through a case study of montane reforestation in Hawaii. Our results demonstrate two main findings that are broadly relevant: (1) Nonlinearities in the biological and economic dimensions of each restoration transition (Figures 2–4) drive substantial differences in the relative attractiveness of alternative investments (Figure 7). An ROI framework provides an exploratory tool for discovering these nonlinearities, recognizing that investing strategically requires considering economic and ecological information (Murdoch et al. 2007; Naidoo et al. 2006); and (2) ROI rankings are goal-dependent, highlighting the need to specify conservation objectives explicitly (Figure 7). In particular, our Hawaii results suggest that across the full montane land-use gradient, funds targeting native forest birds would be most effectively allocated towards restoring (partial) tree cover, while understory plants would benefit most from investments in full forest restoration. Although these objectives are not mutually exclusive, our results provide information to decision makers about the relative tradeoffs that would result from prioritizing one objective over the other. Interestingly, ROI analysis suggests that the most extensive restoration transition, OP→NF, provides the most attractive investment when considering both objectives equally (Figure 7).

Making restoration economically attractive remains an important, but challenging, goal to expand restoration projects, particularly on private lands (Daily & Ellison 2002; Milton et al. 2003; Schuyt et al. 2007). We examined a subset of existing subsidy and revenue streams and found that they could offset 34% to 42% of costs, with additional value potential from A. koa timber harvest, although the amount of harvest for income generation must be balanced with potential impacts on restoration goals. While substantial costs remain, this approach of identifying financial pathways by combining multiple, compatible income sources is key to creating a “menu” of options that can meet landowners’ diverse land management and financial goals (Goldstein et al. 2006). Future policy efforts should continue to focus on developing revenue streams (e.g., payments for ecosystem services) that allow landowners to capture privately a portion of the benefits that accrue more broadly to society from conservation (Davis 2005; Landell-Mills & Porras 2002; Pagliola et al. 2002; Schuyt et al. 2007).

Our analysis explores ROI across a montane land-use gradient in the context of a single parcel of land, as a first step towards providing information to guide restoration investments. An important extension to this work is moving from the parcel level to the landscape level to consider how spatial heterogeneity (biophysical and economic) affects ROI rankings. Furthermore, while there is widespread recognition that reforestation efforts are needed to support Hawaii’s native species (Banko et al. 2001), answering the landscape-scale questions of how much land to restore and where to restore will require a more encompassing benefit-cost analysis and consideration of diminishing marginal returns to restoration. This analysis would provide further insight into the scale of the effort required to achieve stated conservation objectives.

Our approach uses a space-for-time substitution to project the “return” from restoration. Whether current lands will be representative of restored lands, however, will depend on uncertain biophysical factors such as species extinction or climate change. In addition, we implicitly assumed that restoring a particular land use type is possible. We recognize that certain targets may not be possible on severely modified lands. In places where these are formidable concerns, incorporating these factors would provide useful model extensions.
The ROI approach developed here provides a general conceptual framework for prioritizing investments in ecological restoration along a land-use gradient to maximize return-on-investment. This information is relevant to land managers, conservation investors, and policy makers for developing on-the-ground projects, as well as designing cost-effective policies targeting restoration. By more effectively allocating limited resources available for restoration, we will take an important step towards expanding the capacity of restoration projects to support broader conservation efforts.
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Table S1. Input values used in the financial model to estimate management costs and potential revenue for each restoration transition.

Table S2. Input values for the submodel used to estimate the costs of feral ungulate removal.

Table S3. Input values for the submodel used to estimate the costs of scarification during site establishment to regenerate A. koa seedlings.

Table S4. Input values for the submodel used to estimate supplemental native canopy and understory planting costs.

Table S5. Cost-share payment levels for the State of Hawaii’s Forest Stewardship Program (Hawaii Department of Forestry and Wildlife 2006). Costs of approved practices are reimbursed at 50% of allowable cost levels with practice specific caps. Cost-share payments are available for up to 10 years after site preparation. The program handbook provides cost-share rates with units in the English system, which we have converted to the metric system in this table.

Table S6. Mean native bird and understory plant densities per hectare (arranged alphabetically) for each species in each land use type.
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